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Guardian of the realm

Alan Rusbridger talks swords, surveillance and steering the newspaper he
has helmed for the past 20 years into the digital age
WORDS: ELEANOR BLEY GRIFFITHS AND THOMAS HOWELLS

A

beaming Alan Rusbridger is
standing in his office brandishing
a sabre. “Oh god!” says his
advisor. “Please don’t film him
with that!” The photographer swoops in.
Rusbridger looks perfectly delighted with
the situation. “The sword of truth!” he
exclaims, slicing the air around him; a
bookish cavalier. “Please don’t report this

out of context!” his advisor begs.
The sword is around three feet long
and slightly curved. Its blade, burnished
in places, is set in a golden hilt. While
it’s plausible to imagine some newspaper
editors wielding a blade at their staff,
Rusbridger’s was a gift from his. On the
guard is inscribed “THE SWORD OF
TRUTH 20th JUNE 1997”, a reference to

the libel case Jonathan Aitken tried – and
failed – to raise against The Guardian,
in which he vowed to “to cut out the
cancer of bent and twisted journalism”
with “the simple sword of truth”. He was
subsequently jailed for perjury.
Rusbridger – outgoing editor of The
Guardian, the broadsheet he has led for the
past 20 years – is no regular paper boss.
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laconic and polite, with a hushed
delivery that sounds considered, if not a
little distracted. His tousled, directionless
mop, dark-rimmed spectacles and slightly
crumpled navy jumper give him the air
of a ruffled schoolboy; the Harry Potter
comparisons, though glib, are pretty
accurate. Barely portly, he fiddles with
a Jawbone exercise bracelet on his left
wrist, a concession to the sedentary office
lifestyle he’s bemoaned in past interviews.
His office, tucked away from the newsroom
down a quiet corridor at The Guardian’s
King’s Cross HQ, is a state. Surrounding
his desk is a chaotic mess of books
and papers, overflowing shelves and piles
of boxes. Numerous awards trophies sit
glinting on a sideboard – not on display, per
se, but sort of wedged on.
Paul Dacre and his loud-mouthed
cohort may be the macho bully-boys of
the print world, but no one has done
forward-thinking, authority-baiting, and
ethically challenging work like Rusbridger.
Where his departure will leave the paper is
anyone’s guess.
After initial pleasantries, we attack the
elephant in the room – “Moving on to your
retirement…” – but before the word is out,
Rusbridger shoots back. “I’m not retiring.
I’m fighting the R-word,” he says. Duly
noted. Rusbridger will be stepping down
from the paper’s editorship, but he’ll still
be the chair of the Scott Trust from 2016
and the principal of Lady Margaret Hall,
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‘’

Every time we ask, ‘is it the time?’
the answer that comes back is:
‘No, you’ve got to keep printing’
University of Oxford, so he’s not intending
to disappear from public life quite yet.
Still, he’s in retrospective mode.
Bounding across the room, he retrieves a fat
volume of past issues and opens it to 1995
and his first issue as editor. Compared with
the current newspaper, with its compact
Berliner size and blue masthead, the blackand-white broadsheet looks like it could
be from 1985, or 1965. But the aesthetic
change is minor compared to the more
fundamental transformation of the past 20
years: the shift to digital.
Looking at his first edition, Rusbridger
sees simpler days. “You had a certain
number of pages, you knew how much
paper cost, you knew the price of an advert;
your job was to fill the spaces between the
adverts. The economic model was very
understandable. Nobody ever asked you
what your economic model was, because
you knew what the business model was.”
The past 20 years have also seen
the advent of ‘below-the-line’ comment

sections and social media, challenging
a newspaper’s relationship with readers.
Back in the 90s, “if people would respond,
they would write a letter to the paper,
and we decided whether to publish it or
not. We were completely in control of
the conversation around our journalism.
And it seemed difficult at times, but now
looking back it was incredibly easy… what
was not to like? I personally love the fact
that it’s now much more raucous and
challengeable and open – I like all that. But
that was a very comfortable world in which
you were the gatekeeper to everything.”
When Rusbridger sent his first edition to
press, he could never have imagined how
quickly technology would change the way
in which people consumed information
– or the ways in which the traditional
newspaper would be transformed by the
digital age. “Scroll forward 20 years and
we’ve now prepared The Guardian for a
completely different world.” (“Scroll” – how
digital.) “It could be a variety of mediums,
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Right: “The Sword of Truth 20th June 1997”

says, and while the question of when the
presses will be switched off is a worry,
he doesn’t anticipate it happening soon.
“Every newspaper will have a computer
somewhere, whirring away doing the
economic model, saying, ‘is this the time
yet?’ [But] every time we run that model,
the answer that comes back is: ‘No, you’ve
got to keep printing.’”
Despite this, The Guardian has taken
a measured and consistent approach to
developing its digital identity, launching
Guardian Unlimited in 1999 and keeping
it free ever since. It’s a model that has
attracted criticism for setting a destructive
precedent within an ailing print industry
– its readership is so huge that most
competitors can’t help but follow suit.
Rusbridger is unmoved. “I think saying that
people should pay for content… ‘should’
is a big word because it’s slightly finger
wagging.” The Guardian’s philosophy is
based on two pillars: “One is being open
and one is being free.”
The ‘open’ model concerns the
transition of journalism from a closed
platform (‘we write/you read’) to an
egalitarian one, facilitated by community

journalism, comment sites, message
boards and social media. Harnessing that
audience – or at least, embracing it – is key.
This, he argues, is why The Guardian
website has to be free as well as open.
Rusbridger despairs of newspaper
proprietors who refuse to involve their
readers in the journalistic conversation
or move away from an old economic
model. He cites The Times’ paywall as an
example. The Guardian is read by nearly
eight million people a day online; behind
the paywall, The Times has 180,000
subscribers. “We’re both losing the same
amount of money. If you’re a journalist and
you think: ‘Ok, I’m going to work for an
unprofitable paper, but would I rather have
my work read by 180,000 or eight million?’
– I think it’s pretty obvious to me which is
the better model.”
One industry response to coping
with dwindling profits has been a push
for media and news groups to expand
their remits and reposition themselves
as brands. The Guardian and its staff
host and curate regular masterclasses;
there’s a Guardian-branded coffee shop
in Shoreditch called #guardiancoffee;
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it’s international – not UK. The economic
model will probably be very different. The
style of journalism has to be incredibly
different. There’s this whole thing about
response – the whole web 2.0 bit – in which
the debate around what you’re producing is
of a completely different nature. You’re not
in control of it, it exists elsewhere.”
Repositioning The Guardian for the
future is, he says, his biggest legacy. True,
the paper may still be haemorrhaging
money, just like almost every other major
newspaper: it expects losses of around
£20 million in 2015, and clearly hasn’t
worked out how to make money out of its
digital popularity. The Guardian’s position
is only tenable because it is bankrolled by
the Scott Trust’s other investments. But it’s
the second most read English language
newspaper site in the world (behind
MailOnline) and, according to Rusbridger,
this counts for something: if the future of
print media is questionable, The Guardian
must be ready. “I’ve always thought that
my job as an editor was to prepare The
Guardian so that if that question ever
became a sharp one, then I had delivered
the paper safely into a digital form so that
it could still exist and be relevant.”
So is The Guardian going digital-only,
or isn’t it? Is it really a case of ‘if’, rather
than ‘when’? In a world of multi-platform
24-hour journalism, a Monday-to-Friday
print readership is becoming an increasingly
archaic concept. But he’s torn.
“There’s a J-School way of looking at
it which says, what function is print doing
now?” he explains. “There was a time
when we thought you needed the paper
to have the impact. I don’t believe that
any more, so if it went, I don’t think our
journalism would be any less powerful.
“The second point is that, actually, a
lot of Guardian readers still love print. So
if they’re still prepared to pay for it, and
the cost of doing it isn’t ludicrous, then
why stop?” Two thirds of The Guardian’s
revenue still comes from paper sales, he
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>> and the paper has recently announced

plans to open “a hub for big ideas” in a
Grade II-listed warehouse across the road
from its offices. “It doesn’t
feel like a distraction so much
as a kind of extension of what
we’re doing,” he explains,
when asked whether these
expansions – seen as a
cynical money-making ploy
by some – detract from
the paper’s journalistic
remit. “They’re all about
education, learning, or self improvement,”
he counters. #guardiancoffee remains
a mystery.
The industry Rusbridger will leave
this summer is a world away from the
one he entered as a trainee reporter
on the Cambridge Evening News.
He believes the traditional point of entry
– labouring for years on a regional paper
before working up to the broadsheets – is
an outdated one. “My sense,” he says,
“is that the traditional route, which
was great for ages, doesn’t exist so
much now.” Instead, he suggests that
aspiring journalists “can go and work
for Amnesty International or Human
Rights Watch and do something that is
quite like journalism,” and pick up the
necessary skills in a new way.
Despite this, he believes that “the nuts
and bolts” of the trade remain the same:
accuracy, fair-mindedness, speed and a
flair for making stories intelligible. He’s
reassuringly relaxed about the necessity
of digital training, but says
that aspiring journalists are
more likely to get a job if
they can apply new-fangled
technologies to the basic skill
of storytelling. “[It gives you]
the ability to say: ‘Look, I can
do all this stuff… I can see
how journalism is being remade, and
I can see new and imaginative ways
of combining words and data and
pictures and moving images in order to
tell stories better.’”
The other thread that runs through
his tenure has been his support for
investigative journalism. At the beginning,
there was Aitken and the victorious
sword of truth, but the past five years

Rusbridger, alongside other Guardian
reporters, has a ‘public key’ on his
Twitter profile, so that sources can
contact him with encrypted messages.
“I think journalists are finally waking up
to how easy it is for their work to be
monitored. And realising that learning
about encryption is something they’re all
going to have to do,” he says.
The RIPA revelations, he says, marked
a sea change even for journalists at
publications who had barely touched the
Snowden story. (It emerged in 2014 that
police had been accessing journalists’
phone records under the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act.) “Journalists
realised that actually no source was
safe,” he says. “If you go to meet a
source with a mobile phone in your
pocket, or you ring them up in advance,
or you email them, or you text them – all
these methods will be breakable. Not by
a judge, but by one policeman saying to
another policeman across a room: ‘Are
you ok with this?’”
Early on in the
interview, Rusbridger
tells us “there’s been an
amazing blossoming of
investigative journalism”,
but later he admits: “I
think, brutally, that it is
going a bit out of fashion.”
At Private Eye’s Paul Foot awards –
which he has helped to judge for the past
decade – he has observed a shrinking
pool of investigative journalists. “We’re
seeing the same people now year after
year. And I think it’s a terrible mistake.
The stuff that we’ve done over the past
five years, I can’t prove that it’s got
an economic value, but it helps define
what The Guardian is about, which I
think does have an economic value.”
The Guardian, of course, also
does its fair share of soft journalism and
even declared a stance on the colour of
‘The Dress’ that took over the internet for
two days in February (it was black and
blue). But the editorial line clearly didn’t
come from the editor: when asked about
it, Rusbridger looks mystified. “I probably
had my head in climate change at the
time,” he says. No time for
trivialities, then.
Climate change is,
in fact, Rusbridger’s
current Big Project, one
last campaign before he
bows out of his editorship
this summer. In a frontpage editorial in March, he wrote about
whether he had any regrets about his
time at the helm. “Very few regrets, I
thought, except this one: that we had not
done justice to this huge, overshadowing,
overwhelming issue of how climate
change will probably, within the lifetime
of our children, cause untold havoc and
stress to our species.” Rusbridger calls
this editorial an “apologia” – a public
expression of remorse for wrongdoing
– but he is fairly reluctant to downplay

Police to ques
founder over tion WikiLeaks
extradition bi
d
Russians are?’ And then he said:
‘Our guys will be over there too.’” It’s
clear he’s not joking. He muses: “I’ve
always wondered who’s behind which
set of net curtains. And they said all
this stuff about how you shouldn’t have
plastic cups on your tables, because
plastic cups can be turned into
microphones through laser beams.

I never knew how much of that was stuff
to alarm us or how much was realitybased.” He takes a sip from his water
glass – there’s not a plastic cup in sight.
Paranoid or not, The Guardian’s
involvement in the Edward Snowden
case means these things are taken pretty
seriously at the paper, though it
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doesn’t stop the editor from having
glass office walls. During Snowden,
every precaution was taken to ensure
data security. “We went to great lengths
to ensure that all the computers we
used were air gap computers [i.e. not
connected to the internet]. We never had
anything on a network, we had full-time
security outside the door. Everything was
triple password locked. Nobody could
work in the room alone.”
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have seen The Guardian
break landmark stories
on WikiLeaks, Edward
Snowden, torture rendition,
phone hacking and the
HSBC files.
Two sides of Rusbridger’s
office are glass from floor to
ceiling, and it’s hard not
to watch the comings and
goings of boats and swans
drifting by on Regent’s
Canal below. While we’re
gazing out, more sinister
people could, apparently,
be gazing in. Rusbridger
points at the grey, concrete
housing estate opposite his
window. “When the cabinet secretary
came into this room, at the end of the
meeting he looked at those flats and
said: ‘I wonder where the Chinese are?
I wonder where the

“I wonder where the Chinese are?”

his record too much. “Well, I did build up a
staff of seven doing the environment. Plus
two doing science. Plus 28 bloggers.”
Where he failed, he says, was in “not
finding imaginative enough ways to keep
it on the agenda. I was just discussing
this with Harry.” That is, the 86-year-old
former newspaper editor Harold Evans,
who he’s just had lunch with. “What do you
do about a story that just doesn’t change
much, never mind from day to day, but
from month to month? We know what’s
happening is happening incredibly quickly
for the health of the planet, but in news
terms it’s happening incredibly slowly.”
So now, he’s determined to drive climate
change forward as a news story. “I think it
was a kind of failure of imagination and that
was why I was determined to do something
before I stepped down.”
Seeing Rusbridger in his office,
surrounded by two decades’ worth of

awards and Guardian ephemera, one
wonders: when he leaves, will he really
leave? Much has been written about the
supposed cult of personality based around
him; Michael Wolff – a former freelancer
for The Guardian who has written a series
of scathing pieces on his old employer
for GQ – said that his senior staff would,
unblinkingly, “do anything for Alan”, and
there has been industry muttering that he’ll
maintain his influence as the chair of the
Scott Trust. Will the incoming editor be able
to make the position their own?
“Since 1955 there have only been three
of us,” he says. “So they do tend to
have long stints. If you’re a Guardian nerd
you can say ‘that was the Hetherington
Guardian, that was the Preston Guardian,
that was the Rusbridger Guardian’.
Two weeks later, it was announced
that Katharine Viner would be the next
Guardian editor. But Rusbridger believes

Spoils of war – what Alan will keep from his office

1. The Guardian first editions
2. Moleskine notebooks, dated (20 years of scribblings)
3. Tandy TRS-80 Model 100 computer (battery powered)
4. The Sword of Truth
5. Bedside Guardian collection

that whoever is at the helm, the paper
is bigger than the individual. “It’s got a
fairly confident culture of its own. So an
editor who came in and tried to make
The Guardian different from what it was
intended to be… I think would struggle.”
Diplomatic to the end.
As well as his academic and charity
appointments, he is considering a sideline
in documentary filmmaking, and intends to
write more (he’s already published a series
of children’s books and an autobiographical
take on his love of the piano, Play It Again).
But no matter how he fills his time, he’ll
forever be synonymous with the paper.
For many, he simply IS The Guardian; the
inauspicious, slightly preachy and bookish
editor who determinedly wants to change
the world of journalism for good.
Posing for photographs, Rusbridger
stands pliantly in front of his overflowing
shelves. Books on media law, WikiLeaks,
bios of Bradlee and Murdoch, three (three!)
copies of The River Cafe Classic Italian
Cookbook, a pile of The Guardian Year
annuals and a small tome on bees are
stacked behind him; a studious collection.
He leans on his chair, loosely crosses a leg
and stares at the camera, those piercing,
hawkish eyes fixing directly on the lens;
a composed, singular figure in a world
of mess.
“Stay like that. It’s how people want to
imagine you,” says the photographer.
He smiles. “I’ll just fit the cliché then.”
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